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Vantorosso was born from the meeting between a successful
driver, Vanni Pasquali and Franco Allegrini, a lifelong friend
and great wine producer from Valpolicella. Franco is the
Maestro, owner of Allegrini Estates. Vanni is a driver and car
tester. A champion of the race. His story is a path of success,
made of perseverance and ambition. The same ones that he
transferred to this new wine project: Vantorosso.

In the vineyard the relationship between man and vineyard is
very different from the one a driver has with his own car. I
understood that we must respect the times of nature, that the
rudder is not only in the hands of man. It takes patience,
sensitivity and observation skills. A good dose of humility,
application and constancy. I am aware that I am not an
expert winemaker, but I have in mind the wine I want to
make. "

“I thought of the name Vantorosso, because in my life as a
driver I have always dreamed of racing for a famous Italian
car manufacturer. Certainly not because I pride myself on
merit or particular skills. This is not the idea. The concept of
pride is linked to the dream and the challenge, to the
ambition to do well, to the will that this project continues
beyond those who started it. The only merit I would like to
possess is having given new breath to my father's land."  As
Enzo Ferrari used to say..."If you can dream it, you can do it."

The structure of the winery dates back to XVI century. Our
vineyards (7 hectares) are located only in the hillside area of
Valpolicella Classico; Fumane, Marano(Badin) old vines, San
Pietro and Negrar (bio), new vines, from 350 to 450 s.l.m.
They’re between 5 and 25 years old. You will find the typical
territorial vines, such as Corvina Veronese, Corvinone,
Rondinella.  Vanni’s mission is to give a new breath to his
father's lands.
90IWR Amarone d. Valpolicella Classico v16
90IWR Valpolicella Classico v20
88IWR Ripasso Classico v18
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